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Adaptive variation tends to emerge clinally along environmental
gradients or discretely among habitats with limited connectivity.
However, in Atlantic killifish (Fundulus heteroclitus), a population
genetic discontinuity appears in the absence of obvious barriers to
gene flow along parallel salinity clines and coincides with a phys-
iologically stressful salinity. We show that populations resident on
either side of this discontinuity differ in their abilities to compen-
sate for osmotic shock and illustrate the physiological and func-
tional genomic basis of population variation in hypoosmotic
tolerance. A population native to a freshwater habitat, upstream
of the genetic discontinuity, exhibits tolerance to extreme hy-
poosmotic challenge, whereas populations native to brackish or
marine habitats downstream of the discontinuity lose osmotic ho-
meostasis more severely and take longer to recover. Comparative
transcriptomics reveals a core transcriptional response associated
with acute and acclimatory responses to hypoosmotic shock and
posits unique mechanisms that enable extreme osmotic tolerance.
Of the genes that vary in expression among populations, those
that are putatively involved in physiological acclimation are more
likely to exhibit nonneutral patterns of divergence between fresh-
water and brackish populations. It is not the well-known effectors
of osmotic acclimation, but rather the lesser-known immediate-
early responses, that appear important in contributing to popula-
tion differences.
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Atlantic killifish (Fundulus heteroclitus) occupy an extremely
wide osmotic niche from freshwater to marine, and pop-

ulations are distributed along steep salinity gradients in Atlantic
coast estuaries. In the Chesapeake Bay, salinity gradients are
distributed across hundreds of kilometers, although no obvious
barriers to gene flow exist across this continuum of osmotic
habitats. Because salinity is arguably the most important single
physical environmental variable that delimits aquatic species
distributions in nature (including Fundulus species; ref. 1), we
exploit F. heteroclitus distributed along Chesapeake Bay salinity
gradients as a model to discover genes and pathways that enable
extreme physiological plasticity and to explore the physiological
and functional genomic basis of adaptive microevolution in al-
ternative osmotic environments.

Results and Discussion
Population Genetic Divergence. We characterized the genetic
structure of killifish distributed along two parallel salinity gra-
dients in Chesapeake Bay: one along the Potomac River and the
other along the James River (Fig. 1A). Steep clines in allele
frequency for both mitochondrial and nuclear markers were
centered at nearly identical salinities along the parallel gradients
(Fig. 1B). Genotype frequency clines bounded the tidal fresh-
water transition region (<0.5 ppt) of both rivers, where sites
upstream are freshwater year-round according to 20 y of data
logged from fixed monitoring stations (www.chesapeakebay.net/
data_waterquality.aspx). The populations representing either
end of the cline were from upstream and downstream of the tidal
freshwater position for both rivers.

There is general agreement that F. heteroclitus, although eu-
ryhaline, prefer brackish and marine environments (2–4) and
maintain a seawater-type gill morphology to near fresh water (5,
6). In seawater (SW), the apical surface of the gill epithelium is
composed of pavement cells interspersed with mitochondrion-
rich chloride cells that possess apical crypts with small surface
areas (7, 8). Freshwater (FW) exposure causes rapid transition
from a SW to FW gill morphology, characterized by an enlarged
apical surface of mitochondrion-rich cells. Copeland (5) repor-
ted that gills of F. heteroclitus transitioned from a SW to a FW
phenotype at some salinity <1/16th SW (≈1 ppt). Consistent with
this report, we find that fish from upstream of the genetic dis-
continuity (P1 population) have a mixed SW and FW gill mor-
phology at 0.4 ppt, but have transitioned to a predominantly FW
morphology at 0.1 ppt (Fig. S1). In contrast, fish from down-
stream of the genetic discontinuity (P6 and VC populations)
retain a predominantly SW morphology at 0.4 ppt, but transition
to a predominantly FW morphology at 0.1 ppt. Although subtle
population variation exists, these data indicate that salinities
<1.0 ppt represent a physiological threshold. This SW-to-FW
transition is energetically expensive, costing killifish up to 10% of
their total energy budget (9, 10).
The abrupt genetic discontinuity, which appears without obvi-

ous barriers to gene flow and bounds the same salinity along
parallel gradients, is suggestive of nonneutral evolutionary diver-
gence. Given that salinities <1 ppt are physiologically stressful and
require an energetically expensive morphological and physiologi-
cal transition, we propose that populations resident on either side
of this environmental boundary have evolved adaptations specific
to their osmotic niche (FW or brackish), and that this limits gene
flow across the salinity boundary of ≈0.5 ppt. Indeed, relationships
between environmental salinity and population divergence in the
absence of obvious barriers to gene flow appear in other estuarine
species (e.g., refs. 11 and 12). To test this hypothesis, and to ex-
plore mechanisms underlying adaptive acclimation, we compared
physiological and transcriptomic responses to hypoosmotic chal-
lenges among common-gardened populations of F. heteroclitus
collected from three sites spanning the salinity gradient in Ches-
apeake Bay: one population from FW upstream of the population
genetic discontinuity (Potomac River, site 1; “P1”), a second
population from downstream of the population genetic disconti-
nuity at a mesohaline site in the middle of Chesapeake Bay (“P6”),
and finally a marine population from coastal Virginia (“VC”)
(Fig. 1A).
Putatively neutral nuclear markers were used to estimate the

genetic distance separating experimental populations and to es-
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tablish an expected covariance matrix used to interpret results
from comparative experiments. The three experimental pop-
ulations are genetically distinct (P < 0.001 for pairwise FST) and
the divergence pattern indicates “isolation-by-distance,” insofar
as the two most geographically distant populations (P1 and VC)
are most genetically distant, and neighboring populations are
separated by intermediate genetic distance (Fig. 1C). This pat-
tern of neutral genetic divergence establishes a matrix of ex-
pected covariances among other population traits. For example,
if physiological differences among populations are caused by
neutral evolutionary processes, then one would expect that the
physiologies of the most genetically distant populations to be
most different and physiologies of neighboring populations to be
more similar to each other.

Physiological Divergence. Comparative physiological challenge
experiments indicate population divergence that rejects our
neutral model of isolation by distance and favors our alternative
hypothesis that the population native to FW has adaptively di-
verged from our two SW-inhabiting populations. Fish collected
from sites P1, P6, and VC were common-gardened to 32 ppt in
recirculating aquarium systems, challenged with hypoosmotic
conditions, and physiological and gene expression responses
were tracked during acclimation. Fish challenged down to 5 ppt,
and 0.4 ppt did not lose osmotic balance at any time during the
acclimation time-course (Fig. 2), representing enormous physi-
ological plasticity. When challenged down to 0.1 ppt, the two
SW-derived populations (P6 and VC) lost plasma osmotic bal-
ance more severely and for significantly longer (P < 0.001) than
the FW population. That is, the FW-derived population is more
tolerant of hypoosmotic challenge than both SW-derived pop-
ulations, which responded identically. This result rejects our
neutral expectation but is consistent with our hypothesis of
adaptive divergence. We propose that euryhaline F. heteroclitus
is essentially a marine teleost that maintains a SW gill mor-
phology to very low environmental salinities approaching FW.
Although all populations retain the potential for hypoosmotic
acclimation, those resident in exclusively FW environments ex-
hibit adaptive divergence in compensatory responses to very
low salinity.

Transcriptional Divergence. Gene expression was measured in gill
tissues (the primary osmoregulatory tissue in fish; ref. 13) by using
custom microarrays (14). Gene expression variation was charac-
terized throughout the acclimation time-course and among pop-

ulations, and patterns of population divergence were assigned to
alternate evolutionary models: a putatively neutral model where
population divergence in gene expression matches our isolation-
by-distance expectation (Fig. 1) and a putatively adaptive model
that matches population divergence in gene expression to the
pattern of population divergence in physiology where the fresh-
water population (P1) is the outlier (Fig. 2). These data were used
to identify the core transcriptional response underlying the ex-
treme physiological plasticity observed and to implicate physi-
ological mechanisms that contribute to evolved physiological
divergence among populations.
A general linear model was used to identify genes with ex-

pression associated with acclimation and population divergence
by specifying “time” and “population” as main effects, including
an interaction term. A time effect was detected for 826 genes
(P < 0.01, FDR = 0.01), a population effect for 874 genes (P <
0.01, FDR = 0.01), and population-dependent time effect

Fig. 1. Population genetic clines across parallel salinity gra-
dients in Chesapeake Bay. (A) Map shows sampling locations
along both the Potomac River (P1–P6) and James River (J1–J6).
Heat overlay indicates 20-y (1986–2005) average salinity (ppt).
(B) Line graphs show clines in admixture proportions for
microsatellite (blue line) and mitochondrial (green line) mark-
ers plotted against river distance from the most extreme upper-
estuary population (P1 or J1). Red points with black bars in-
dicate 20-y average salinity and range for fixed sampling loca-
tions. (C) Cluster diagram illustrates multilocus microsatellite
genotype divergence of individuals after principal components
analysis for populations used for experiments including P1
(freshwater; red points), P6 (meso-haline; green points), and VC
(coastal marine; blue points), and table reports pairwise genetic
distance (Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards’ chord distance) between
populations (star indicates statistical significance, P < 0.001,
permutation test).

Fig. 2. Changes in plasma osmotic homeostasis during acclimation after
hypoosmotic challenge. Fish were acclimated to 32 ppt, sampled before
transfer (time 0) then challenged with low salinities 5 ppt (green line), 0.4
ppt (black line), and 0.1 ppt (red line), including a 32 ppt control transfer
(gray line), and sampled 6 h, 24 h, 3 d, 7 d, and 14 d after transfer. Blood
plasma was used to measure mean osmolality (mOsM; Upper) and mean
chloride (mM; Lower) from n = 6 replicate fish sampled per time per salinity
from each of 3 populations (P1, red; P6, green; VC, blue). Bars represent SEs.
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(interaction) for 316 genes (P < 0.01, FDR = 0.05) (Fig. S2).
Results from statistical tests are reported for all genes in Dataset
S1. We focused on three sets of genes. The first set is those
showing a time effect only. These 508 genes are more likely to be
functionally involved in enabling acclimation compared with
genes that do not change in expression through time, and be-
cause this set does not vary in expression across populations,
genes within this set represent the core acclimation response.
The second set is those showing a population effect only. These
560 genes do not vary in expression across time, so they are less
likely to be functionally involved in the acclimation response,
and just vary in constitutive levels of expression across pop-
ulations. The third set is those that show a population and a time
effect (217 genes) or an interaction effect (316 genes). These
genes vary with time so they are likely to be functionally involved
in acclimation, but the time response varies across populations.
This set of genes is likely to offer insight into physiological and
biochemical mechanisms that contribute to, or reflect, evolved
differences in osmotic acclimation abilities among experimental
populations.

Core Transcriptional Response Genes. The genes with trajectories of
expression change through the acclimation time-course that are
identical across populations (Fig. 3) reflect the core transcriptional
response enabling hypoosmotic acclimation. The first principal
component summarizing transcriptome variation accounts for
36% of the variation (Fig. 3A), tracks primarily a linear trajectory
through principal component (PC) space, and is highly correlated
with coregulated gene sets 1 (genes up-regulated through accli-
mation) and 4 (genes down-regulated through acclimation) (Fig.
3B). The second principal component accounts for 17% of the
variation (Fig. 3A), tracks a reversible trajectory through PC
space, and is highly correlated with coregulated gene sets 2 (genes
transiently up-regulated) and 3 (genes transiently down-regulated)
(Fig. 3B).
The up-regulated set is largely enriched for genes involved in

energy metabolism, including components of oxidative phos-
phorylation, glycolysis, TCA cycle, and lipid metabolism path-
ways, and creatine kinase. These results are consistent with the
energy expenditure necessary to transition from a SW to FW
physiology (9, 10).
One of the most dramatically up-regulated genes in gills is

otopetrin 1 (OTOP1), increasing in expression >20-fold, yet its
role is osmoregulation has not been reported (Fig. 3C). Mor-

pholino knockdown prevents otolith development in zebrafish
(15), and this protein has been reported to regulate intracellular
calcium (16). According to Hughes et al. (16), OTOP1 may
function “as a novel ATPase or ATP-requiring transporter, or as
a Ca2+ pump or an ion exchanger,” yet the gene exhibits no
homology with any known ion channels, which is particularly
intriguing given that cation channels important for osmoregula-
tion in FW have been experimentally predicted but not yet
found in teleost genomes (17). Additionally, intracellular Ca2+

is, among many functions, important for activating osmolyte
channels, and many additional genes that bind Ca2+ are also up-
regulated concurrent with OTOP1 (Fig. 4C).
The largest coregulated set of core genes are transiently up-

regulated, where expression increases early in the hypoosmotic
acclimation time-course (by 6–24 h) but returns to pretransfer
levels by 7 d (Fig. 3B, set 2). Within this set of genes, the subset
with highest correlation of time-course responses across pop-
ulations (average pairwise correlation >80%; P < 0.01) is enriched
for ontology terms including “cell-cell adhesion” and “nucleo-
some.” The cell-cell adhesion cluster includes proteins that form
and regulate the tight-junction paracellular space, including the
claudins and occludins (Fig. 3D). In fish gill, epithelial tight
junctions regulate paracellular ion loss (18, 19), and killifish ac-
climation to FW involves constriction of this paracellular pathway
and alteration of the charge selectivity of tight-junction proteins to
regulate the relative efflux of ions at the gills (4, 20). Because of
their limited active chloride uptake in FW, F. heteroclitus is re-
quired to limit chloride efflux after transition to FW (20). Scott
et al. (21) proposed that reducing the paracellular loss of chloride
was a probable mechanism contributing to population variation in
FW tolerance in F. heteroclitus. The strong coordinated regulation
of these genes in the gill is consistent with the immediate chal-
lenge of regulating paracellular ion loss when challenged with
a hypoosmotic environment (22, 23).
Histone genes also show coordinated transient up-regulation

(Fig. 3E), although the functional relevance of this response
during hypoosmotic acclimation is not clear. Chromatin is more
peripherally distributed in the nucleus of FW cell types in F.
heteroclitus (24), which may enable cells to transcriptionally re-
spond more quickly to environmental cues (25). Also, it is pos-
sible that the immediate crisis of cell swelling upon hypoosmotic
challenge triggers cellular protective responses that serve to
maintain chromatin structure and chromosomal stability that
involves regulation of these nucleosome proteins.

Fig. 3. Core acclimation-enabling gene expression patterns. (A) Transcriptome trajectories through principal component space (PC1 and PC2 on x and y axis,
respectively) for the set of genes with a statistical time effect only (Venn diagram). Arrow base starts at time 0 h and progresses through to 168 h. (B) Heat
map where each row represents expression level of a gene and each column a time-by-population treatment (n = 5 replicate fish). The first block of five
columns represent the time-course (0, 6, 24, 72, and 168 h in consecutive columns) for population P1 (red arrow), and the second and third blocks for
populations P6 (green arrow) and VC (blue arrow), respectively. Cell heat represents average expression level (n = 5 replicate fish) normalized to zero in
population P1 time 0, where yellow and blue represent relative up- and down-regulation. Coregulated genes sets are numbered 1 (up-regulated), 2 (tran-
siently up-regulated), 3 (transiently down-regulated), and 4 (down-regulated). (C, D, and E) Line graphs of average expression for individual genes (high-
lighted in the text) for each population (P1, P6, and VC represented by red, green, and blue, respectively) through consecutive time-points (starting at 0 h on
the left, finishing at 168 h on the right, for each line), where y axis units represent log2-fold change in expression (each 1 unit = twofold expression change).
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Population-Variable Genes. Among the genes that are variable by
population but not by time, 154 exhibit a pattern of population
divergence consistent with the isolation-by-distance (neutral di-
vergence) model, and 276 have a pattern of divergence sup-
porting divergence only in our FW population (P1-outlier
model) (Fig. 4A). In contrast, among the genes that are variable
by both population and time, only 11 fit the neutral model,
whereas 119 fit the model of biased FW population divergence
(Fig. 4B). These data indicate that acclimation-enabling genes
(insofar as genes that change in expression throughout the time-
course are more likely to contribute to enabling physiological

acclimation than those that do not change through the time-
course) are more likely to exhibit nonneutral (putatively adap-
tive) patterns of population divergence than genes that are less
likely to contribute to acclimation. That is, population-variable
genes that change in expression during acclimation dispropor-
tionately fit the nonneutral FW population outlier model of di-
vergence compared with population-variable genes that do not
change in expression during acclimation (Fisher’s exact test; P <
0.001). Indeed, genes showing footprints of directional selection
between FW and marine sticklebacks are enriched for those
known to be functionally involved in osmoregulation (26). Given

Fig. 4. Genes with population-variable expression. (A) Genes variable among populations only (no time effect). Top PC plot includes genes with population
variation fitting the isolation-by-distance model where red, green, and blue circles represent sample time averages for populations P1, P6, and VC, re-
spectively. Genes included are illustrated in the heatmap to the left of the PC plot, where rows are individual genes and columns are treatments, and the
three blocks of columns represent the time-course expression level for populations P1, P6, and VC from left to right. The bottom PC plot and heatmap include
genes with population variation fitting the P1-outlier model of population divergence. (B) Genes variable among populations and that change during ac-
climation. Those genes with patterns of population divergence that fit the isolation-by-distance model are represented by the top PC plot and heatmap, and
those genes with divergence fitting the P1-outlier model represented by the bottom PC plot and heatmap pair. (C) PC plots (upper plot includes PC1 and PC2,
lower plot includes PC2 and PC3) and heatmap for genes with expression patterns showing interaction between population and time. (D–H) Line graphs of
average expression for individual genes (highlighted in the text) for each population (P1, P6, and VC represented by red, green, and blue, respectively)
through consecutive time-points (starting at 0 h on the left, finishing at 168 h on the right, for each line), where y axis units represent log2-fold change in
expression (each 1 unit = twofold expression change). (I) Bar graph show increasing expression of gene ODC1 at 6 h after transfer from 5 ppt (acclimation
salinity) to successively lower salinities measured by qPCR.
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the ecological context of these populations (native habitats that
are FW or salty) and the ecologically relevant physiological
challenge (hypoosmotic challenge), this asymmetric divergence
of hypoosmotic-induced gene expression in our FW population is
consistent with asymmetric physiological divergence observed
(Fig. 2).
The greatest population divergence in the trajectories of

transcriptome change appears early in the acclimation response
(Fig. 4 B and C). In our dataset, the genes that best represent
such population divergence are those involved in cell-volume
regulation, cell stabilization, and immediate early signal trans-
duction (Fig. 4 D–H).
The immediate crisis encountered upon hypoosmotic chal-

lenge is swelling of gill cells and dilution of plasma osmolytes.
Fish regulate cell volume by activating channel- and cotrans-
porter-mediated efflux of osmolytes such as Cl− or K+, allowing
water to passively follow (27–29). Aquaporins are a family of
proteins that facilitate passage of water molecules across bi-
ological membranes. Aquaporin 3 (AQP3) is one of the most
dramatically up-regulated genes in our dataset (Fig. 4D), with
expression quickly increasing up to 13-fold. In the P6 and VC
populations, AQP3 expression peaks early at 6 h, whereas in the
P1 population, the gene is less dramatically up-regulated and
peaks later at 24 h. Concurrent with AQP3 increase is a decrease
in expression of versican (VCAN) (Fig. 4D), a protein that
contributes to cellular water retention by attracting cations (30),
which again changed more quickly and dramatically in the P6
and VC populations. Inositol monophosphatase (IMPA1), which
regulates the synthesis of the major osmolyte myo-inositol (31),
also decreases in expression (Fig. 4E). IMPA1 is initially
expressed at lower levels in the P1 population, so decreased
expression is achieved more quickly in that population compared
with P6 and VC. These data are consistent with substantially
reduced cell volume disturbance in the P1 population relative to
P6 and VC.
Several genes support the unique role of polyamine synthesis

as an important early component of the compensatory response,
and patterns of population variation in expression supports
the P1-outlier model. Ornithine decarboxylase 1 (ODC1) is up-
regulated upon hypoosmotic challenge (Fig. 4F), peaking quickly
and more dramatically in the P6 and VC populations than in the
P1 population. ODC1 catalyzes the first step in the synthesis of
polyamines. Although polyamines are known to play a critical
role in maintaining cell viability and growth under hypoosmotic
conditions, for example in mammalian cells (32, 33), an apparent
role of these molecules in the fish osmo-compensatory response
is novel. Maintenance of protein conformation, protein–nucleic
acid interactions, and protein synthesis depend critically on in-
tracellular salt concentrations (particularly Na+/K+) (34–36),
and polyamines help cells buffer these processes against changes
in intracellular osmolytes (34). Given the rapid depletion of in-
tracellular osmolytes during cell volume regulation (29, 37), up-
regulation of polyamines is consistent with this protective func-
tion. Indeed, up-regulation of ODC1 is dose-responsive, where
increasing severity of hypoosmotic challenge is associated with
increased expression of ODC1 (Fig. 4I). Concurrent with ODC1
increase, spermine-binding protein (SBP) mRNA rapidly drops to
nearly nondetectable levels within 24 h (Fig. 4F); this drop happens
more rapidly and dramatically in P6 and VC populations. Pre-
sumably, increase in polyamine synthesis concurrent with decrease
in polyamine binding would effectively increase free polyamines in
the cell. Consistent with regulation of polyamines, we also observe
increase in expression of transglutaminase-1 (TGM1) (Fig. 4F),
which catalyzes the conjugation of polyamines to proteins (38).
Two genes that are likely components of the immediate-early

response to osmotic challenge also exhibit population divergence
that fits the P1-outlier model. Osmotic stress transcription factor
1 (OSTF1) is up-regulated quickly (Fig. 4G), peaking at 6 h in
the two SW-derived populations P6 and VC but not up-regulated
in the FW-tolerant P1 population. OSTF1 is an important
component of the hyperosmotic response in fish gills (39), so the

response to hypoosmotic shock that we demonstrate implies
some function in initiating genomic response to osmotic shock in
general. The lack of induction in the P1 population mirrors the
absence of homeostatic imbalance after hypoosmotic challenge
in this population, indicating that loss of osmotic balance is re-
quired to trigger OSTF1 induction. Deiodinase 1 (DIO1), which
catalyzes the first step in thyroid hormone action, is also differ-
entially up-regulated in our populations (Fig. 4H), where ex-
pression is initially much higher in the P1 population such that
P3 and VC populations require 3 d to achieve transcript levels
comparable with those reached by 6 h in P1. Although the role of
thyroid hormone in osmoregulatory processes is controversial
(40), DIO2 has been shown to harbor osmotic response elements
in its promoter region in F. heteroclitus (41) and is up-regulated
by hypoosmotic stress, and the thyroid signaling pathway is
a target of adaptive divergence in FW populations of threespine
sticklebacks (42).
Comparatively little is known about the mechanisms com-

prising the immediate-early responses of cells to osmotic stress
relative to the mechanisms of downstream effectors of osmotic
acclimation (43, 44). However, immediate-early transcriptional
responses are highly correlated with the pattern of population
variation in transcriptional trajectories during acclimation (Fig. 4)
and better match the pattern of physiological divergence (Fig. 2)
than the pattern of neutral genetic divergence (Fig. 1) observed
between experimental populations.

Conclusions
Evolutionary contrasts of transcriptome variation have been used
to reveal the relative contributions of neutral and adaptive
processes driving functional genome divergence in diverse taxa
(reviewed in ref. 45) including killifish (46–48). However, these
studies have tended to compare gene expression across taxa in
static common-garden environments. In contrast, much func-
tionally relevant variation is likely to be revealed within experi-
mental designs that manipulate environmental conditions such
that transcriptomewide norms of reaction can be compared
across taxa (49–51). These designs, including the experiments
presented here, promise to offer more nuanced insight into the
functional relevance of genes with expression patterns that vary
in response to the environment and vary across taxa from dif-
ferent native environments.
We find abrupt population genetic clines that bound a physi-

ologically stressful salinity along parallel salinity gradients in
killifish. These data are suggestive of adaptive divergence, and
populations native to habitats on either side of this critical sa-
linity exhibit diverged tolerance to osmotic challenge. We ex-
ploited this system to identify biochemical and physiological
mechanisms that enable extreme physiological plasticity and to
test how neutral and nonneutral evolutionary processes contribute
to the divergence of acclimation-enabling gene expression. We
find that population divergence in expression of acclimation-
enabling genes is more likely to fit a nonneutral model of pop-
ulation divergence than for genes not involved in acclimation.
These data indicate that natural selection is more likely to act on
genes that are dynamically expressed in response to changing
environments than on those that are not. Regulation of in-
tracellular calcium, tight-junction proteins, nucleosome proteins,
and energy metabolism represent core components of the hypo-
osmotic compensatory response. Importantly, the expression pat-
terns of genes involved in polyamine regulation, cell volume
regulation, and immediate early signaling highlight the critical
importance of these pathways, because the degree of transcrip-
tional response depends on the severity of osmotic stress, which
differs across our experimental populations.

Materials and Methods
Population Genetics. Capture locations for all fish are included in Table S1 (n =
27–62 fish per site). Mitochondrial haplotype was determined by restriction
digest of two PCR products within genes COII and ND5. Each fish was gen-
otyped for each of eight microsatellite loci. For fixed sampling stations along
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each river, we calculated the 20-y (1986–2005) average salinity and range.
For experimental populations (P1, P6, and VC) we estimated pairwise genetic
distance by using Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards’ chord distance and calculated
statistical significance by using a permutation procedure (1,000 X).

Osmotic Challenge Experiments. Fish were collected from sites P1, P6, and VC
in June 2008 and maintained in recirculating aquarium systems at 32 ppt for
at least 6 mo before exposures. Fish (n = 6) were sampled pretransfer, then
transferred to experimental salinities (5.0, 0.4, and 0.1 ppt), including a 32
ppt control, and sampled at 6 h, 24 h, 72 h (3 d), 168 h (7 d), and 336 h (14 d)
after transfer. Plasma osmolality was measured by freeze-point depression,
plasma sodium by flame atomic absorption spectroscopy, and plasma chlo-
ride by using a modification of the mercuric thiocyanate method.

RNA isolation, microarray hybridizations, and data normalization are
described in detail in SI Materials and Methods. A mixed model specifying
“dye” as a fixed effect, “array” as a random effect, and time and population
as main effects including an interaction term were used to identify genes

differentially expressed (P < 0.01). Five individual fish (biological replicates)
were included per treatment; when testing for significant treatment effects,
the within-treatment variance is an estimate of interindividual variation.
Genes with population-variable expression were assigned to a putatively
neutral isolation-by-distance model if expression was significantly different
between populations (P < 0.01) and most divergent between populations
P1 and VC but of intermediate divergence between neighboring popula-
tions. Population-variable genes were assigned to the putatively adaptive
“P1-outlier” model if expression was divergent between P1 and the other
two populations (P < 0.01), but not different between P6 and VC (P > 0.01).
Additional methods details can be found in SI Materials and Methods.
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